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Abstract 

After a series of major upgrades to the LEAR electron 
cooler and its environment, the device has been successfully 
commissioned for low energy operations. This paper 
discusses the details of the application of the ‘pulsed mode’ 
of operation during the deceleration process at the standard 
machine flat-tops of 308.6 MeV/c and below. Results of 
the beam characteristics obtained with electron cooling and 
a comparison with stocJtastic cooling will also be presented 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The LEAR electron cooling device is the fruit of a 
colJaboration bctwccn CJZN and KfK KarJsruhe and has 
been used since 1987 for cooling experiments. Antiprotons, 
protons, H’, & and 08+ ions have been successfully 
cooled and even accumulated in the LEAR machine [1,2]. 
During 1991 the device was upgraded in order for it to 
become an integral part of LEAR and to improve the beam 
quality for low energy antiproton operations. A detailed 
description of the device prior to the 1991 modifications can 
be found in ref. 3. 

Of the numerous modifications made to the cooler, the 
most important arc the construction of a new electron beam 
collector (41 and the conversion of the existing control 
system to a workstation based system similar to that of 
LEAR [5]. 

The design of the new collector is very simple [fig. I] 
consisting of a Faraday cup and a repeller electrode at the 
collector entrance. A vacuum valve has been installed for the 
purpose of easy maintenance between Ihe collector solenoid 
and the collector itself. The ‘gap’ in the magnetic field due to 
this valve is compensated by a coil placed before the 
collector entrance. In addition another coil has been recently 
installed at the end of the collector in order to spread tJ-te 
primary electron beam more evenly over the collector 
surface. Collection efficiencies of 99.95% are routinely 
obtained for electron beams having an intensity of 2.5 Amps 
and an energy of 28 keV. Moreover the vacuum pressure in 
the cooling section never rises above 10-11 Tot-r, even wilh 
high intensity electron beams. 

For its full integration into LEAR and in view of the 
pulsed mode of operation (to be discus& in the next 
section ) the LSI 1.1 based control system was modified to a 
LEAR type workstation based system. All CAMAC accesses 
on the special ftbre optic CAMS loop are handled through 
a dedicated single board microprocessor acting as an 
intelligent controller. This controller is connected to a local 

area network, Ethernet. and any other computer in the same 
network may send requests to it [fig. 21. New generation 
digital function generators (GFD) and timing event decoders 
have also been installed for everyday operations. 

The now 

Figure 1. The old and the new collector devices 
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Figure 2. The new control system 
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2. OPERATIONAL MODES 
Table 2. Main parameters for ekctmn cooling at LEAR 

electron beam solenoid eleuroo beam PbU@ 
energy field cllrlcu momentum 

2.1 Thepulsed mode 

Several m0des Of OpCntiOO have bee0 foreseen for use 00 
r.& LEAIt dt~tierati~ C@C, but it is the so-called ‘pulsed 
mode’ which has been adopted. lbe accelerating voltages, 
applied to both the cathode and the anodes. and the solenoid 
ctmnt a~ put on for IO seconds on the 309, 200 sod 105 
MeV/c flat-tops of the normal LfXR cycle. At 61.2 MeV/c 
the clcctxoo cooler remains 00 during the extra&o0 process 
i.n order to maintain a good beam lifetime. The voltages of 
the collector and the repeller as well as the coils at the 
enmum and the exit of the collector nmaio at fixed values 
throughout the cycle, whilst the comctioo coils M: ramped. 
followmg the LEAR magnetic cycles [fig 3 and table I]. In 
this way the Eeld of the solenoid does not pem~rb the beam 
dunng the actuaJ deceiendoo. 
609 MeVIc Deceleration wtlh eloclron-cooling in pulsed mode 
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Figure 3. Typical cycle for low energy operation 

Table 1: Parameter types for the pulsed mode 

It is also important to smooth the functiom used for the 
high voltage power supply, to avoid overshoots in the 
applied voltage, which disturb the circulating ioo beam and 
could damage the Power supply itself. The toul rise time fat 
the high voltage is 120 msec. The smoothed functioo is 
generated by creating a series of short vectors of vvying 
amplitudes, using the standaA LEAR GED editor. The 
amplitude of the high voltage (or elecuoa beam eoergy)ti 
the solenoidi values for the standard LEAR mtiprotOa d 
protoo mom’eota an showo in table 2 

2.2 Parameter generation 

The pulsed and ramped parameters are controlled using 
four 16 bit GR>s which are triggend from the LEAR cycle. 
riming system. In additioo a single CAMAC cnte contains 
two timing event decoders and a module for loadiog the data 
into th GFDs. Two standard GFDs an: used for the bigb 
voltage and the soleaoid cuneot. A maximum of eight 
functions can be programmed into each GFD. Cue function 
is used for each of the four ‘momeota’ and tbe concct 
timetions are scleetcd using timiug trigger8 (event ‘stats 
energy table’ in fig. 4). The remaining two GFDs have been 
modi6ed to output eight diffexeat fuocdiom simuItafEW3ly. 
IO tbi8 way the variow fuoetioo8 needed for dm ramped 
cometion coils cao all be programmed oo oaly two GFDs. 

23 Timing 

The GFDs rhcmselves an conPolled using a sequence of 
linked eveou in tbc LEAR timing system. A single module, 
cootaining all the relevant ‘master/evcot sta#/stops’ for tbe 
pulsed and ramped elemeots, is inserted into the normal 
cycle timing for each flat-top. 
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Fignit 4. Tiig Jib for ekctroo cooling 0118 flu-top 
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3. RlwJLTS 

The main perfotmana obtakd wtm using electroa or 
$tocltastic cooiing are show0 in table 3. 

Table 3. Compariwa of ekuoo and stoch&c cooliog 

-ii 

1 dcceletatioo time 7 m.inute3 20 minutes 
1 to 61.2 MeV/c 
IhrulbPR, 0.05% 0.2% 

I 

Because of electroa cooling one sees that : 
- the emittanczs in each plane are substantially reduced 
- the beaftt lifetime is iocnascd 
* the overall duty cycle is d@ficantly improved. 

It should also be mentioned that elecuoa cooling has been 
used at a coastant injectioa energy for multi-injectioo (every 
2.4 sets.), allowing a long stacking of ioos [6]. 

Electroo cooling has also coatrituted to the success of the 
PS 189 experiment which ckceletated a prow beam f&n 
61.2 MeV/c to 20 MeV/c (200 keV kbetic energy !) by 
means of an inverse RFQ. This was made possible by the 
fact that the lifetime and the beam characteristics were 
improved at 61.2 MeV/c by electron cooling. 

For time-sharing operation, the ultra-slow extractioo 
process can be stopped before tk cob sod by applyiog 
electron cooling :for about 10 secoods the remaining particles 
can be rr-accelerated to the conect momentum and then RF 
decelerated to lower momeota for other usexs (e.g. fast 
extraction at 10s MeV/c for Ps 1%). This process is show0 
in fig. 5. 

InlmJ Uwk (I) 
*- Iof ultm do01 *strutIon (2) 

Figttte 5. Principle of the time-sharing mode of operation. 
At Lbe end of stocbtic extra&o& ChX’oO COOiiDg SCU the 
beam left aver(4) to the light ftwpmcy for &celeratioo(5). 

AFUTURE 

For optimal cooling url taking into account ioo beam 
stability criteria+ it hu always beea clear &at it would be 

useful to be able to control the cooling forces. These fm 
an intimately related to the elecnoo beam density, or if 00 
hhu the curttnt. and through iu control, stabIe and dease 
ioo beams cao readily be obtained. For this reasoa we have 
initiated a colhbondc~ with INP Novosibirsk and CAET 
Lipeuk for the constnxtioo of a new vafiabh cumnt 
electroa gun [7).nis new gun wiu also simplify fbe puked 
mode of operatim dttibed in lhis p8per. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Electroo coot@ has proved to be ao invaluable tool io 
order to rapidly decelerate ion beams to low momenta with 
UI appreciable gain in beam quality. A.ll the modifications 
made to the cooler have resulted in a greater ese of 
opentioo and reliability of tbe ckvice. The cooler is 
presently used for every day operatioas at LFAR for 
momenta lower than 309 MeV/c. 
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